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-Project: Wish Upon A Star.org
-Co-Founder/Treasurer, Admin. Officer
-pezfunk13@yahoo.com
-(559) 260-8976
BIO:
Veronica has been involved in charity work along with
myself, her husband for over 15 years doing benefits
and projects for Camp Ronald McDonald for Good
Times, a recreational getaway for children with life
conditions. Her background in Management, Art and
Design is integral to our foundations primary goals.

Vern Sanders

Her role with Project: Wish Upon A Star involves
Administration and Operations, social management,
basic operational activities for creating successful
benefits and campaigns as well as interaction with
celebrities at our fundraising venues.
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-Project: Wish Upon A Star.org
-Operations/Technology Officer
-vernon.sanders@sbcglobal.net
-(559) 274-5614
BIO:
Mr. Sanders has been involved in community work, is a
strong asset in leadership with skills in Excel,
Technology, Historical data and a vast knowledge in
Science Fiction, Comics as well as Entertainment. He is
currently undergoing treatment for a form of
Lymphoma recently discovered, but we are all very
optimistic for a full recovery.
His role with Project: Wish Upon A Star involves data
management, logistics and basic operational activities
aiding us in successful benefits, live broadcasting via
recording and/or documenting our fundraising venues.
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-Project: Wish Upon A Star.org
-Marketing/Social Officer
-dtateclann@gmail.com
-(661) 496-1175
BIO:
Mr. Tate was announced as our first "Project" recipient
and a door was opened to a life long friendship. His son,
now 7 years old, was stricken with a rare form of Leukemia
and was chosen by Camp Ronald McDonald directors to
be our sponsored family for our foundations first major
project, "Superhero Family" as guests at the 2016 LA
Comic Con.
Mr. Tate knows first hand about the processes involving
childhood cancer & treatment and has become a
Pediatric Nurse just this year after being involved with his
son Lucas and his treatments for nearly 2 years at UCLA.
His role with Project: Wish Upon A Star, involves his
connection to treatments first-hand & is our structure for
who and what we do as a foundation as well as where
we are heading in the future of "Project:Wish Upon A Star.
Lucas and his brother are involved in technologies such as
Gaming, Design & Robotics.

